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• Demand Forecasts for “switch” to Compliant Fuel in 
2020 Cover a Wide Range between 2 and 4 MBDs.

• Shipowners’ “Do Nothing” Strategy still Prevails.

• Consistent and Effective Implementation is the IMO’s 
Desired Mantra, however much IMO Tries to Ignore 
the Concept of “Common But Differentiated 
Responsibility.”

• Port State and Bunker State Control Roles are 
Unclear.

• Scrubber sales have yet to “take off.”

It’s been ~seven months since MEPC 70 

decided on 2020 for the 0.5% Sulphur Rule
The View is still Rather Murky
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• “Doing nothing” means buying compliant fuel with no capital 
expenditures and minimal action (change lubricants). 

– Maersk has adopted fleet-wide

– Intertanko’s proposed “Distillates only” strategy back in 2007

• Remember the 0.5% sulphur rule was not even on the radar 
of most shipowners until 2020 implementation was agreed at 
MEPC 70 in late October 2016.

• Competing with Ballast Water Management System (BWMS) 
regulations for capital (>$2 million per ship).

The Shipowners “Do Nothing” approach to 2020

The 2020 0.5% Sulphur Rule is a 

rare regulation where “doing 

nothing” is a viable strategy
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• Concerned that High Sulphur Heavy Fuel Oil 
(HSHFO) will not be available after 1/1/2020 

– Reality refiners may want to “give it away.”

Shipowners’ Concerns about Scrubbers

Some concerns are a “stretch”
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"For Maersk, it is of utmost importance to secure broad industry 

compliance for the 2020 Global Sulphur Cap. We have looked 

into existing and future solutions and concluded that we will 

secure compliance, not by scrubbers, but through the use of 

alternative fuels," Maersk’s Lindegaard told Ship & Bunker.

"In our opinion, scrubbers will not be the way forward for our 

fleet. Whilst the business case for investing in scrubbers may look 

appealing at first, it is not a long-term solution to place such 

complex machinery on our vessels.”Lindegaard says scrubbers 

require high maintenance and specialised personnel for a 

"relatively mitigated" health and environmental

Shipowners’ Concerns about Scrubbers

The Maersk Decision – Just say no
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• Hapag Lloyd will also use a “fuel” solution.

• Concerned that a scrubber will “overload” the 
engineering staff and require an additional
engineer.

– Another complex piece of equipment that can 
“criminalize” the seafarer?

Shipowners’ Concerns about Scrubbers

Others have followed Maersk’s 

Lead
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At the same conference it was reiterated that

Carnival Corp has taken the opposite stance

and fully embraced scrubbing technology. As

Ship & Bunker reported earlier this year, the

cruise giant recently completed scrubber 

installations on 60 of its vessels.

Shipowners’ Concerns about Scrubbers

Carnival Cruise Line is going with 

scrubber
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• Uncertainty over spread between HSHFO and 
0.5% compliant fuel (i.e., the benefit of 
scrubbers)

– Remember 2012 and the change to 1% sulphur in ECAs –
Initially met with distillates then 1% HFO with a $100 per ton 
differential appeared in most ECA ports.

– Also 2015 when 0.1% sulphur change in ECAs – Initially met 
with distillates then 0.1% FO appeared in the Baltic and North 
Sea ECAs.

– Current (5/15/2017) differential in Rotterdam 3.5% HSHFO
and 0.1% MGO is ~$150 per ton 

– However 0.1% FO (termed ULSFO) is ~$115 per ton 
differential

Shipowners’ Concerns about Scrubbers

Some concerns have historical basis
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• Ability to achieve scrubber benefits – economic theory may 
come into play if the “marginal” ship is equipped with a 
scrubber (high penetration rate) then freight rates will be 
based on the cost of HSHFO and there will be difficulty 
obtaining payback for the “fixed” cost of buying and 
installing a scrubber.

Shipowners’ Concerns about Scrubbers
Some concerns are economic based
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• Principle/Agent issue – Owners with ships on time 
charter would receive no benefits scrubbers.

• Shipowners do not expect to get higher charter rates or 
higher resale values for ships equipped with scrubbers.
– academic research has verified (UCL – Dr. Tristan 
Smith)

• Many shipowners expect to sell ships after only a few 
years operations which may not have been enough time 
to see the scrubber benefits.

Shipowners’ Concerns about Scrubbers

Some concerns are economic based
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• Estimated costs from <$2 million to >$12 million per 
ship.

• Matson Lines (U.S. Jones Act containership operator) 
installed scrubbers on each of three 1987 built 1,668 
TEU containerships (16.6 MW diesel direct drive 
power plants) at a cost of $8 million per ship (installed 
in China).

• Tales of 23 week installation of “retrofit” specialty 
scrubber

Shipowners’ Concerns about Scrubbers

What is the real “installed” cost 

and how long will it take?
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• Wash Water – overboard discharge (will it be banned)

– No Discharge Zones - Will they proliferate?

– Creating another “magic pipe” situation?

– Reception facilities?

• How to handle scrubber malfunctions?

– Will they have to carry 0.5% compliant fuel onboard?

– Will they get an exemption until repaired?

Shipowners’ Concerns about Scrubbers

Still Some Regulatory Uncertainty
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• MARPOL Annex VI allows for “Fuel Oil Non-
Availabilty Report” (FONAR) waiver from the 0.5% 
Rule.

– Ships are not required to divert from planned voyage to 
obtain compliant fuel.

– How will FONARs be issued?

– How long will FONARs be allowed? Months? Years?

– Will IMO take an active role in tracking FONARs?

• Why would a shipowner do anything before 
2020?

Shipowners’ Concerns Implementation

Implementing the 2020 0.5% Rule
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• IMO not a regulatory body and has no enforcement 
powers

• All enforcement through Flag State (where vessel is 
registered), Port State (where a vessel calls), and 
“new” Bunker State (where a ship takes on fuel).

– Only Flag State has authority outside of territorial waters (on 
the “high seas”).
The three largest Flag States are Panama, Marshall Islands 
(U.S. territory), and Liberia.

– Port State Control (PSC) has increased importance – PSC 
agreements based on the Paris and Tokyo Memoranda of 
Understanding – 3rd Joint Ministerial Declaration on PSC 
signed 3-4 May 2017 by 29 nations.

– Bunker State Control is a new concept that has arisen with the 
2020 Rule

Shipowners’ Concerns Enforcement

Enforcing the 2020 0.5% Rule
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• Under current rules, if a PSC inspector discovers a 
MARPOL Annex VI (2020 0.5% Rule) violation that 
occurred on the “high seas”, the only option the PSC 
inspector has (at this time) is to refer the ship to its Flag 
State for discipline.

• Proposals to expand the authority of PSC

– Debunkering all fuel onboard >0.5%

– Ban ordering or delivering >0.5% fuel if no scrubber

– Continuous monitoring of Emissions

– Fines and seizures?

• Strong PSC enforcement mechanisms are 
essential.

Shipowners’ Concerns Enforcement
Enforcing the 2020 0.5% Rule
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• PPR 4 (the fourth meeting of PPR) began the process of 
developing an implementation plan for the 2020 0.5% Rule 
in January 2017.

• PPR 4 will submit its “plan for developing an 
implementation plan” to MEPC 71 in July 2017.

• Consistent and Effective Implementation is the IMO’s 
Mantra.

• How will the IMO Ignore the Concept of “Common But 
Differentiated Responsibility” that was supported by 
>10 delegations (by my count).

Implementing the 2020 0.5% Rule

IMO’s Subcommittee on Pollution, 

Prevention, and Response (PPR)
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David St. Amand

Navigistics Consulting

1740 Massachusetts Avenue

Boxborough, MA 01719 USA

978-266-1882

DaveSt@Navigistics.com

www.Navigistics.com

Questions?




